Matters of Activity

In the Cluster of Excellence »Matters of Activity«, researchers from more than 40 disciplines are investigating the activity of matter. Our central vision is to rediscover the analog in the age of the digital within the activity of images, spaces and materials driven by the integrative nature of the Humanities, the Natural Sciences and the different Design disciplines. Biology and technology, mind and material, nature and culture intertwine in a new way. In this context, the interdisciplinary research and development of sustainable practices and structures is a central concern in areas such as architecture and soft robotics, textiles, materials and digital filters, and surgical cutting techniques.

We are systematically investigating design research strategies for active materials and structures that adapt to specific requirements and environments. We focus on a new role of design, which is emerging in the context of growing diversity and the continuous development of materials and visualization forms in all disciplines.

Objects and materials are not thought of as passive and unadaptable, but rather as active, changeable and recyclable materials. The three closely linked research units »Practices«, »Structures« and »Codex focus on three different approaches to material activity, from the basic level of cultural material practices and the material’s inherent active structures to the challenging idea of a novel kind of material code.

In this context, the role of design is to develop new forms of active materials, structures and digital interfaces with the ability to adapt to specific requirements and environments. Design research strategies for sustainable practices and structures are central in areas such as architecture, soft robotics, textiles, materials and digital filters, and surgical cutting techniques.

We are investigating design research strategies for active materials and structures that adapt to specific requirements and environments. We focus on a new role of design, which is emerging in the context of growing diversity and the continuous development of materials and visualization forms in all disciplines.

Objects and materials are not thought of as passive and unadaptable, but rather as active, changeable and recyclable materials. The three closely linked research units »Practices«, »Structures« and »Codex focus on three different approaches to material activity, from the basic level of cultural material practices and the material’s inherent active structures to the challenging idea of a novel kind of material code.
On the one hand, we are studying traditional cultural techniques such as »Weaving«, »Cutting« and »Filtering« in order to better understand the properties of materials. These partly artisanal practices produce, by telling us something about the material, the creators or the environment, the produced goods. One aim of the cluster research is to examine these practices with a long cultural tradition and to make innovative processes out of them.

On the other hand, we are investigating the relationship between the material and its form and function, as well as how this can affect objects, people and architectural spaces. Our focus is on the merging of the symbolic and physical dimensions. We no longer conceive the material's inner activity as dysfunctional, but we recognize it as an operative code, re-inventing the analog in times of the digital.

So what does that mean exactly? In the future, you might see surfaces emerging from certain bacterial activities in ways that are closely linked to weaving processes. You might use »one-material devices« that are at the same time soft and hard, flexible and stiff or shape-changing materials that adapt to certain environmental necessities. You will visit exhibitions showing active objects and processes – so far fixed in a certain state. Or your surgeon will use an adaptive digital twin that helps to simulate the intrinsic activity of body tissue in order to make medical procedures even more accurate and safe in the long run. All this is made possible by a new culture of materials and a change of the perspective on the relationship between nature and culture, which is embodied by »Matters of Activity«.